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Abstract
Male choirs established in a number of European countries following the German model
transcended the framework of simple, self-organized singing in a relatively short period of time
and grew into serious musical institutions. In the middle of the nineteenth century, the choral
movement began to develop in Hungary as well, having an organized form already by the second
half of the 1860s and being supported by musicians such as Kornél Ábrányi, Ferenc Erkel, Franz
Liszt, and Mihály Mosonyi. Although male choirs in Hungary had become an important part of the
system of musical institutions by the second half of the century and the signiﬁcance of the choral
movement in music history is thus unquestionable, basic research on the subject is still missing.
Neither is there suﬃcient primary literature related to the choirs (Kornél Ábrányi), nor do later
studies engaged in an overview of the archival and other primary sources document the
beginnings of the movement. Furthermore, the contemporary press material has not yet been
systematically considered.
In my study, I concentrate on the early stages in the history of the choral movement. On the one
hand, I will explore how a movement primarily aimed at music lovers became an oﬃcially
organized institution through the ﬁrst national gatherings of choral societies (1864 in Pécs, 1865
in Pest-Buda, and 1867 in Arad). On the other hand, in a microhistorical approach, I will attempt
to reveal the beginnings of the institutional framework of the choirs belonging to the National
Hungarian Choral Society, which operated in an oﬃcially organized way from 1867 on. What was
the background that enabled the earlier foundation and the more permanent functioning of
certain choral societies? The level of the ecclesiastical and secular music institutions of the cities
might have played a role, as well as the enthusiasm and commitment to the idea of music and/or
nation building on the part of the actual actors involved in the founding and operation of these
societies. I will also treat the challenges faced by the movement in Hungary, a multicultural state.
This oﬀers a good opportunity to examine the attitude of leading musicians in Hungary towards
the diﬀerent nationalities in the Habsburg Monarchy.
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Background
[1] Collective choir singing was not new in the 1800s, but choral societies related to national
movements may be considered a special phenomenon of the nineteenth century. For example,
the German choral movement was an important “musical conveyor” for the German “uniﬁcatory
nationalism” and “nation-building ideology,”[1] and as the movement later on extended to
neighboring countries and to Europe as a whole,[2] political and/or national overtones were
transmitted by practically all newly formed choirs. Besides the German model, there were other
examples, such as the French orphéon. However, the former model had a greater impact on the
nations of Central and Eastern Europe, including Hungary, due to their geopolitical setting. The
orphéon was connected to the state rather than the nation, which is an important distinction.[3]
The Hungarian choral movement was built upon the German bourgeoisie. The ﬁrst dalárdas
(choral societies) were formed in German-speaking cities of western Hungary. This part of the
country had an established musical tradition and a well-constructed musical infrastructure, and it
quickly adopted Austro-German musical culture. As most of the literature on the subject declares,
the aim of the national Hungarian choral movement was to enhance Hungarian culture, spread
the Hungarian language, and establish Hungarian song and choral literature.[4] This seems logical,
since the 1830–40s was a period that saw the development of Hungarian language and literature
as well as the prosperity of Hungarian singing. The Hungarian Theater of Pest (which later
became the Hungarian National Theater) opened in 1837, a growing number of Hungarian operas
were premiered, and there was an increasing demand for folk songs to be presented in the form
of art songs. The rise of Hungarian culture was in the air, so it is not diﬃcult to see that national
sentiment was important. In 1868, the year when the Országos Magyar Daláregyesület
(Hungarian National Choral Society) was formed, it declared that its aim was to cultivate
Hungarian song and music. The National Choral Society openly stated that it had a cultural
mission.[5] It is also true that nationality became an even more relevant question by the end of
the century. But we must not forget that several choral societies around the middle of the
century (e.g. Pécs, Sopron, Eger, Székesfehérvár) were transformed from church choirs into
secular choral societies. In these cases, however, it seems that the transformation was pragmatic
rather than ideological or political. Also, we must take into consideration that the ﬁrst treatises
about the Hungarian choral movement were written in the 1890s and at the beginning of the
twentieth century, in a political climate where national issues were more tense than they had
been in the second half of the nineteenth century. My hypothesis—although further research is
needed to prove it—is that the Hungarian national character was not so strong in the early years,
but it was constructed in the ﬁrst place by its contemporary narrator, Kornél Ábrányi
(1822–1903), and carried on by others.
In my study, I analyze the beginning of the Hungarian choral movement: the conditions and
motivations of its birth and the process by which the movement became—in my opinion:
gradually—a tool for nationalistic ideology. As nationalism forged ahead, the multi-ethnic choirs
were replaced by national ones (German, Hungarian, Serbian, Romanian) cultivating their own
culture. As much as this made the choral movement varied, it also broke it up, since the
cooperation between the diﬀerent nationalities became limited and was mainly restricted to
multi-ethnic cities with a rich history of pluriculturalism. This overall narrative will be reﬁned by
the deeper analysis of certain choral societies.

Figure 1: The dalárda in Pécs on the occasion of its thirtieth anniversary, 1891
(photograph by Károly Zelesny); by courtesy of National Széchényi Library, Budapest,
Digital Image Archive

Primary and Secondary Sources
In spite of the signiﬁcance of the choral movement in Hungarian music life, thorough research
has not yet been conducted on the subject, and an examination of the movement’s primary
sources still needs to be carried out. As part of a large-scale project, the Magyar Zenetörténeti
Osztály, Bölcsészettudományi Kutatóközpont, Zenetudományi Intézet (Department of Hungarian
Music History, Research Centre for the Humanities, Institute for Musicology) has started to collect
and process the very abundant and diverse sources.[6] Besides the historical summaries of the
diﬀerent choral societies, there are also letters, minutes, ﬁnancial reports, booklets, music
sheets, photos, objects, etc.[7]
Important primary sources pertaining to the life of the choral movement are the Zenészeti Lapok
(Musical Journal)[8] and the Magyar Dal és Zeneközlöny (Hungarian Song and Music Bulletin). The
Zenészeti Lapok, published between 1860 and 1876, was the ﬁrst musical journal in Hungary.
Between 1869 and 1872, it was the oﬃcial journal of the National Choral Society. It was published
with the subtitle “The Oﬃcial Journal of the National Choral Movement.”[9] The founder of the
journal was Ábrányi, the secretary general of the National Choral Society. The Magyar Dal és
Zeneközlöny was published between 1895 and 1910, and it became the oﬃcial journal, as the
Zenészeti Lapok had ceased publication more than two decades earlier.
Even the newest studies still rely upon works written around the turn of the century, mainly
Kornél Ábrányi’s book on the history of the Hungarian Choral Society (Az orsz. m. daláregyesület

negyedszázados története 1867-től 1892-ig [The 25-Year History of the Hungarian Choral Society
from 1867 to 1892; see note 4]) published in 1892, as well as his summary of nineteenth-century
Hungarian music (A magyar zene a 19-ik században [The Hungarian Music in the 19th Century;
see note 4].[10] These are very valuable sources, but they require interpretation. Similarly, the
summary booklets of the local societies have to be treated critically, but they are relevant
sources, in spite of their partiality and self-representation.[11]

The Beginning of the Hungarian Choral Movement
[2] Although it is true that German minorities played an important part in the rise of the choral
movement in Hungary, other musical institutions were also necessary to establish and, to an
even greater degree, maintain these singing societies. The ﬁrst societies were mainly founded in
the German-speaking cities of western Hungary in the 1830s and 1840s.[12] As mentioned earlier,
this part of the country had a long musical tradition along with a good music infrastructure and
was always quick to adopt the latest developments from the music culture of Austria and
Southern Germany.
In Hungary, choral singing had for centuries primarily been an activity associated with the
church. Several summaries of the Hungarian choral movement mention the four-part singing of
the Protestant students and the choirs and vocal-instrumental ensembles of the Catholic Church
as predecessors. Pécs, one of the most important cities in the dalárda movement, is a good
example of the fundamental role played by local musical infrastructure. This Catholic city was
known for its vibrant church music.[13] In the 1740s, the cathedral’s choir was very active under
the direction of Franz Anton Paumon (1704–50). In addition to singing in the church, the choir was
also asked by the city on several occasions to perform at diﬀerent secular events. During the
cathedral’s golden age in the 1780s, the choir had a steady pool of participants, which
guaranteed the quality of their performance.[14] We must also note that there were two secular
choirs in Pécs in the 1790s: namely the Bürgerliches Ungarischen Chor (sic) and the Deutsches
Bürgerchor (sic). They performed both at secular and at ecclesiastical events.[15] This meant that
when the Pécsi Dalárda (Pécs Choral Society) was formed in 1847 by Ferenc Sebestyén Hölzl
(Franz Seraphin Thomas Hölzl; 1808–84), the regens chori of the cathedral, it built upon an
already existing choir culture. As Lajos Haksch summarizes in his book A negyvenéves pécsi
dalárda története, 1862–1902 (The History of the Forty-Year-Old Choral Society in Pécs,
1862–1902; see note 11), the direct ancestor of the society was a German-speaking choral
society in the 1830s and 1840s, formed by the singers of the cathedral’s choir and some
dilettantes.[16] The society existed for one year before it broke up due to the revolution, but when
it was re-established in 1861, the organist of the cathedral, Péter Schmidt (1799–1874), was the
leader of the organizing team, and Károly Wachauer (1829–90), an active church musician,
became the conductor.
Sopron serves as another good example of the relationship between church choirs and the
dalárda.[17] The choral society itself arose directly out of a church choir in Sopron. The Lutheran
cantor Keresztély Altdörfer (Christian Altdörfer; 1825–98) created a male choir in 1847, which
took on the name Dalfüzér (Liederkranz) in 1859.[18] Nándor Till, founder of the Pest-Buda Dalárda
(Choral Society of Pest-Buda), was a chorister of Lipótváros in Pest-Buda. The statutes of this
society start with the following statement: “The society’s aim is the cultivation and dissemination
of the good church song and also partly the practicing and fostering of singing.”[19] The choral

society in Kronstadt / Brassó / Braşov was formed by church musicians and reformed funeral
singers and was joined by few others. They were preparing to perform at a school ball. Although
the ball was canceled, they decided to stay together and establish the Hungarian dalárda.[20]
Music schools also helped the work of the choral societies, especially the schools for singing. In
Sopron, János Lorenz (n/a–1877) brought new life to the Musikverein at the end of the 1850s and
gave the singing-school a new boost. In Pécs, Wachauer opened his singing-school in 1860 and,
as a local newspaper reported, encouraged the students to participate in the dalárda. In
Debrecen, the students of the zenede (music school) performed together with the reformed
college choir and the local choral society,[21] and in Szeged the zenede itself established the
choral society.[22] So we can see how music education complemented the choral movement,
especially in the way it taught students to sing, created a supply of trained singers, and
intentionally collaborated with the movement.

Figure 2: The consecration of the Pécsi Dalárda’s ﬂag on August 15, 1864 during the
National Choral Gathering (picture by Gusztáv Keleti, published in Vasárnapi Újság,
September 4, 1864); by courtesy of National Széchényi Library, Budapest, Digital
Image Archive

The First National Choral Meetings: 1863, 1864, 1865,
and 1867
In the 1850s, further singing societies were formed throughout the country, and in spite of the
oppression of the arts by the autocratic political establishment in power, male choir literature
increased. In the early 1850s, the Pest-Buda Dalárda was established, led by Till, but choirs were
founded in the countryside as well. For example, the choir in Szombathely dates back to 1850,

and the one in Lugosch / Lugos / Lugoj dates back to 1852.[23]
By the 1860s, the concept of dalárda had spread widely enough to facilitate the organization of a
national choral meeting. Indeed, by 1863, more than thirty societies existed throughout the
country.[24] In 1862, József Halász (1805–82) made an appeal in the Zenészeti Lapok to organize a
national choral society gathering. He asked Till, the conductor of the Pest-Buda society, to
assume the leading role.[25] But the countryside was not to be outdone by the capital city. In
1863, choirs from Hungary and Austria were invited to a celebration in Sopron by the local
society and the city.[26] The journal Vasárnapi Újság (Sunday News) reported on May 17, 1863:
“(Song-celebration in Sopron.) The Sopron Dalárda is organizing a song-celebration on the 28th
and 29th of next month, inviting all the societies of the country to be there, either with all of their
members, or through representatives.”[27] The country’s ﬁrst choral meeting, organized by the
Lutheran cantor Altdörfer, leader of the city’s choral society, was attended by around 600
singers. Several foreign and Hungarian societies (mainly of other towns in the vicinity of Sopron)
were present.[28]
[3] Later, Ábrányi interpreted this event as an unsuccessful gathering. He said that Sopron was
intended to be the site of a national choral meeting, but since mainly Austrian and German choirs
came, in addition to a few Hungarian societies from the surrounding area, it did not have an
impact on the Hungarian movement.[29] In 1902, Ábrányi wrote that Sopron had not been a
Hungarian city at that time, and that it had also taken the “inappropriate step of inviting the
societies of Austrian provinces, trying to unify the Hungarians with them.”[30] The topic of
nationalities within the choral movement might have been relevant and present from the
beginning. An article in Zenészeti Lapok from 1864 seems to support this notion. It mentions
religious and national prejudices as some of the obstacles that lay before the choral societies.
The article quotes the yearbook of the Lugosi Dal- és Zeneegylet (Lugos Song and Music
Society).[31] After Ábrányi deemed the Sopron event unsuccessful in an article written in 1864[32]
as well as in his own account of the choral movement, it was removed from the list of national
meetings in some of the Hungarian music history writings, in spite of the fact that it was among
the ﬁrst attempts to organize a nationwide celebration and became a model for further
celebrations, thus inspiring the foundation of several other societies. The Sopron society was
aware of this. In a letter to the dalárda in Pécs in 1864, they proudly wrote that they had
organized the ﬁrst singing-celebration the previous year, to which “every society from the
country was invited.”[33]
A signiﬁcant milestone in the national choral movement is the year 1864, when the second
national choral society gathering took place in Pécs. The celebration in Pécs was more distinctly
Hungarian—unlike in Sopron—since the society in Pécs was leading the way in becoming
Hungarian.[34] The direct ancestor of the ﬁrst choral society in Pécs (bearing the name dalárda in
its name: Pécsi Dalárda) was established in 1847 by Hölzl. It was founded on the model of the
German-speaking choral society that existed in the 1830s and 1840s.[35] Although, according to
Haksch, the new society was initially multilingual even after its 1861 reestablishment, the group
expressed Hungarian nationalistic tendencies soon after its foundation:
The Pécsi Dalárda [Pécs Choral Society] was a Noah’s Ark at that time [1862] with its polyglot company … Ferenc
Sebestyén Hölzl, the well-known regens chori of the Pécs Cathedral, was the choir’s elected leader, who was only
there at the beginning, since he fell out of favor with the ones who promoted the Hungarian national direction
[36]
and thought that this was superior.

Around 1864, the society decided “to perform even foreign works in Hungarian translation.”[37]
Ábrányi praised this attitude in one of his articles published in Zenészeti Lapok, and later he cited
another positive example from Arad in the same year.[38] The fact that transforming the repertoire
in Pécs became an issue again in 1876 shows the absence of Hungarian choir repertoire:
Magyarization of the repertoire is constantly an issue; the demand for it is getting louder. A new committee is
responsible for the acquisition of Hungarian songs, and the board entrusts the conductors to apply the nicer
Hungarian folksongs—for a fair payment—to male choirs. Wachauer and Hoﬀer hand in most of their
arrangements in these times.[39]

In 1865, a concert review noted that the Pest-Buda Dalárda only performed songs in Hungarian,
which made it a pioneer.[40] That same year, the “Sängerhort” society in Buda also switched to
Hungarian, and some “Sängerhortian” members left the society as a result. The reviewer also
added that the Budai Dalárda (Buda Choral Society) had become more popular due to its turn to
the national direction.[41]
No doubt, the reports of Zenészeti Lapok and the aforementioned societies reﬂected their own
eﬀorts to become Hungarian.[42] Still, it is striking that these news reports and the letters of intent
reﬂected so closely the stated purpose of organizing a choral meeting.
Criticism was articulated before the dalárda in Buda was transformed.[43] Moreover, some
objected to having the 1865 gathering in Pest because many of the city’s societies were not
“Hungarian enough.”[44] In the end, the third National Choral Society gathering was held in
Pest—in connection with the celebration of the twenty-ﬁfth anniversary of the Nemzeti Zenede
(National Conservatory)—with the participation of Franz Liszt (1811–86) and under the baton of
Ferenc Erkel (1810–93), thus signaling that the leading ﬁgures of Hungarian musical life were
supportive of this national movement. The invitation was sent by the Buda society on January 12,
1865, and it was well received. More than ﬁfty societies and over 1200 members participated.
This exceeded the numbers of the previous two gatherings. The movement was ready to be
institutionalized.[45]

Figure 3: The 1865 national gathering in the Városliget (City Park), Pest (picture by
Gusztáv Keleti, published in Vasárnapi Újság, August 14, 1892); by courtesy of
National Széchényi Library, Budapest, Digital Image Archive
As the gathering got closer, the Fővárosi Lapok (Capital City Paper) reported the wish to form a
national choral society.[46] The Zenészeti Lapok published an article on August 17 with the title “A
megalakítandó ‘Országos Magyar Dalárszövetség’ érdekében” (In the Interest of Forming the
Hungarian National Choral Society), which was written by Károly Bors, the president of the
Kunszentmiklós Choral Society, and it urged the establishment of a national alliance.[47] After the
celebration, on August 25, 1865, the Zenészeti Lapok reported that the general assembly held on
August 21 had accepted the concept of a “national choral alliance,” and a committee was
appointed to establish it and create its statutes by the following year.[48] The fourth National
Choral Society gathering took place in the multinational Banatian city of Arad in 1867, and on this
occasion the Hungarian National Choral Society was formed.[49] The statutes of the National
Society were published in Zenészeti Lapok on September 22, 1867. This is when the public was
informed and therefore may be considered the symbolic date when the movement became an
institution. On October 14, the Ministry of Internal Aﬀairs approved it, and the ﬁrst oﬃcial
directory board meeting was held on March 26, 1868, in Pest-Buda, where the new leaders
decided to send a letter to every society that had not joined yet.
By this time, national commitment had become more important in the press, but in everyday
life—especially in multicultural cities—choral life was colorful and still maintained its diversity.
The issue is more complex than what we can read in the accounts of its history.

Figure 4: The 1868 national gathering in Debrecen; the societies decided here that in
the future the national gatherings would have to be organized by the National Choral
Society (picture by Mihály Munkácsy, published in Vasárnapi Újság, August 14, 1892);
by courtesy of National Széchényi Library, Budapest, Digital Image Archive

The Hungarian Choral Movement and the National
Question
[4] Moritz Csáky deﬁnes Central Europe as a pluricultural place where cultural diﬀerences were
maintained until the second half of the nineteenth century, when the peaceful coexistence
between ethnic groups broke up due to urbanization and nationalistic ideology.[50] The modern
“national identities” pitted the diﬀerent ethnicities against each other.[51]
We are aware of various founding documents which make references to the issue of nationalities
in an inclusive way. The Békési Dalegylet’s (Békés Singing Society) deed of foundation stated the
following: “It is declared that every person who would like to participate in the noble delight of
the art song and submits himself / herself to the charter will be accepted as member regardless
of religion and nationality.”[52] In Kronstadt / Brassó / Braşov, where Hungarians and Saxons lived
together, the charter declared that “every Hungarian citizen of good standing living in Brassó can
be a full member who was examined by the conductor and recommended to the general
assembly and voted in by three-quarters of the members of the society.”[53] The choral and music

society of Lugosch / Lugos / Lugoj published its yearbook in German in addition to Hungarian, so
that members who did not speak Hungarian could understand it as well.[54] This shows how many
societies continued to be open for other nationalities. We have also learned that there was a
Serbian choral society in Baja. In a letter from Baja published in Zenészeti Lapok, the Serbian
choir is mentioned as a positive example in contrast to the Hungarian choir in the town.[55]
Several issues of the Zenészeti Lapok in the 1870s mention the problems of the multilingual
nation. An article titled “A gárda jelszava”[56] (The Watchword of the Guard), published on March
5, 1871 (vol. 11, issue 20) by an unknown author, pointed out that Hungary had an even greater
need for choral societies than Germany. The reason given was that Hungary was a polyglot,
multilingual nation, whereas the Germans did not have to face such a challenge in the process of
their uniﬁcation. According to this article, the role of the choral society seems to have been the
establishment and maintenance of the Hungarian uniﬁcation. Similar arguments were stated in
an article published in 1872. The writer insisted that the Hungarian choral movement served the
purposes of Hungarian culture and nationality, but at the same time one could detect some
openness, acceptance toward the choirs of other nationalities, and moreover a certain
acknowledgement of their musical culture.
Uniﬁcation … is a signiﬁcant factor all over the world, but nowhere does it have such a weight as it does in our
country, where one political nation is separated from another by multiple walls. Even if not so many nations with
diﬀering languages and religions lived together with us within the same borders, we Hungarians do politics with
such passion due to our diﬀerences of opinion that we would be divided into hostile camps instead of being
opponents if we did not have numerous national matters in front of us that force us to shake hands as brothers in
order to attend to these matters. … Each and every choral society needs to be characterized by the conscious
operation of the desire to work for Hungarian culture, and therefore the national song is not merely part of its
activities; instead it is its most important feature and its main direction. We know that there are many obstacles
in this regard. On the one hand, there are many choral societies speaking foreign languages; on the other hand,
there is a lack of Hungarian compositions from which rich programs could be constructed. But these obstacles
can be overcome. First of all, we do not wish to force the Hungarian songs on the German or Serbian choral
societies, nor do we wish to exclude the compositions of excellent (especially German) composers at all, not even
from the work of the Hungarian choral societies, since the nurturing of these signiﬁcant works can render an
essential service in our place, just like everywhere else.[57]

In reality, the tendency was the opposite: national politics led the Magyarization, which reached
the choral movement as well. Several choral societies that had been multi-ethnic before now
became Hungarian (e.g. in Magyaróvár), and when the Szerb Dalárda (Serbian Choral Society)
held its celebration in Temeswar / Temesvár / Timişoara, where the Serbian choral societies from
Vojvodina / Délvidék / Southern Lands met, the report in the Hungarian choral movement’s
journal mentioned the lack of Hungarian language. The author stated that he felt as if he were in
“Serbian land.” Next time, he expected his “Serbian brothers” to sing in Hungarian as well as in
Serbian in order to prove that they really were Hungarian citizens.[58] This cultural-political
statement was foreign to the citizens of a region where in everyday life the diﬀerent ethnicities
lived together.
Toward the end of the century, we can see the development of both the inclusive and exclusive
tendencies. The dalárda in Magyaróvár became Hungarian at the turn of the century. There was a
strong German inﬂuence due to its geographical location. When this society was formed back in
1861, the majority of the city’s population was German-speaking. Thus, every society had to be
German-speaking, but as Hungarian culture developed and became stronger, it became desirous
for the institutions to become Hungarian—including the dalárda.[59]

[5] In 1875, a conﬂict arose in Kronstadt / Brassó / Braşov. The Szász Dalárda (Saxon Choral
Society) would not agree to allow the Brassói Magyar Dalárda (Hungarian Choral Society of
Brassó) to use a badge that contained the town’s coat of arms, since the badge would have been
too similar to its own.[60] Eventually, the conﬂict between the two groups eased in 1878 as the
people of the town worked to resolve the conﬂict.[61] Mihály Józsa described the relationship with
the Saxons very clearly in his secretarial report from 1887: “Our majestic goal … in this polyglot
town … is to become the center of the nationalistic and patriotic operation of the Hungarian unity
and to serve as a bridge in our conversation with other nationalities, and we would use the power
of the song in order to get closer to one another and reach a brotherly and peaceful
coexistence—what else is there to be desired for the future?”[62]
For the celebration of its twenty-ﬁfth anniversary, the Hungarian Choral Society of Kronstadt /
Brassó / Braşov, in addition to inviting other Hungarian societies to join, invited “the local German
and Romanian societies, as well as other fellow societies from the nearby areas that happened
not to be members of the alliance of choral societies.”[63] Later they would perform together with
the choral societies of other nationalities at charity events organized by the town—so the
relationship seems to have been resolved and may even be called good.[64] Furthermore, there is
also evidence that the Pécs Choral Society had an especially good relationship with the Croatians
[65]
from Essegg / Eszék / Osijek.

Conclusion
At the end of my study, let me summarize the main conclusions. The choral societies of Hungary
started out by following the German trend in the 1830s and 1840s. Later, in the 1850s and
1860s, these societies were inﬂuenced by a rising feeling of Hungarian nationalism. This was in
the period of autocracy, and this was also the time when the movement became truly Hungarian.
It may be seen by the growing number of societies that the movement was supported by
acknowledged composers—Liszt, Erkel, Béni Egressy (1814–51), Mihály Mosonyi (1815–70)—and
in the end the movement became institutionalized. The development clearly shows that, ﬁrst, the
German choral societies were Hungarianized, mainly in the 1860s. Then there was a growing
need for the translation of existing works (mainly German ones) into Hungarian. Later, there was
a demand for the creation of original Hungarian compositions (see the song writing
competitions). Although the literature suggests that nationalism was present from the very
beginning, it seems that many of the dalárdas were established without any ideology. For
instance, many of them simply came into existence by transforming an already existing church
choir. Hungarian identity became more and more important in the 1860s and 1870s. At the same
time, national identity also became relevant for the minorities living in Hungary. As a
consequence, the diﬀerent national choral movements parted ways. This fragmentation
happened in parallel with the political debates of the day, which created conﬂicts between the
Hungarians and the minorities. On the basis of the above processes, we can surely state one
thing: the choral movement reﬂected the changes in society and its politics concerning
nationalities. At the same time, the movement had a double nature: on the one hand, it
reinforced national consciousness and thus generated conﬂicts between nationalities; on the
other hand, it provided an opportunity for a common platform for all the nationalities living within
the borders of Hungary.
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